
 
 

New Equipped Routes on the Ferrata Anelli delle Anguane 
At the end of May 2019, two new equipped routes were added to the Ferrata Anelli delle 
Anguane. 

The works were carried out by qualified Alpine Guides, with experience in installation and 
maintenance of vie ferrate, following the indications of the European regulations of the 
sector. 

The extension consists of: 

● Climbing along the west side rock face of the Prima Gioa and connecting to S3 
Path; 

● Climbing along the rocky wall to reach the Scafa delle Anguane from the S10 Path. 

The following map includes these two new routes marked in orange and indicated on it 
with some arrows. 

 

Description and difficulty of the two routes: 
● The wall of the Prima Gina and the ledge on the left of the base of Secondi Gioa 

The degree of difficulty is generally very subjective also for the Ferrate but the Alpin Guides 
estimation for the rocky face could be in between the Difficult (C) and quite Difficult degrees.                               
The path facilitated by 42 steps, 6 handles and a development of the steel ropes of 14mm, 
along the wall for 65 meters. 



 
 

 

 

                 

 



 
 

     
 
At the end of the wall, the path shown in the dotted line joins the Votive Chapel, then following the left 
base of the Seconda Gioa, along an equipped ledge and climbing at the end on rock, next to a 
containment wall to connect the S3 Path. 

      
 

The estimation of the difficulties of this route varies between Easy and Expert (A and B) degrees.                         
The steps installed are 4, 1 Handle and a 14mm steel wire rope development, of 140 meters. 

 

 



 
 

● Climbing from S10 Path to Scafa delle Anguane 

The route starts from the S10 path climbing then along the wall to the Scafa delle Anguane 
as shown of the following Figure. 

The estimation of the difficulties on this wall varies between the Very Difficult (D +) and the 
Extremely Difficult (E). 

The rock face is overhanging in several parts but in spite of this, no steps have been 
installed, but only 13 handles and 14mm steel ropes, for a 45m development. 

Climbing therefore requires good physical preparation, climbing and strength in the arms. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

          

          


